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Abstract
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Resumen

Propósito – Este artículo tiene como único propósito ayudar en la obtención de una mayor comprensión de conceptos claves relacionados con la marca y presentar los desafíos y tendencias claves en la gestión de esta.

Diseño/metodología/enfoque – Editorial basado principalmente una extensión y amplia revisión de la literatura relacionada con la gestión de la marca.

Resultados – En primer lugar, este Editorial define algunos conceptos clave de la marca y presenta una serie de cuestiones que han permanecido y permanecen invariables a lo largo del tiempo. Posteriormente, discute otra serie de aspectos y cuestiones que están cambiando en los últimos años para a continuación describir los principales desafíos actualmente existentes para la gestión de la marca desde la perspectiva de...
las empresas. Este Editorial finaliza con una breve presentación de los cinco artículos seleccionados para este número especial así como una descripción de futuras líneas de investigación.

**Originalidad/valor** – Este Editorial y en su conjunto todo el número especial dedicado a la marca ayuda a una mayor comprensión de la naturaleza dinámica de la gestión de las marcas a lo largo del tiempo y de sus implicaciones académicas y empresariales.
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### Introduction

Developing strong brands that customers will like, choose and support in multiple ways has been a key objective of most parties that introduce branded offers in various markets (Keller, 2016). The importance of brands as a primary identifier of an offer and a unique “spokesperson” to many publics is widely recognised and brands are seen as key company assets (Mitchell et al., 2001; Davcik et al., 2015). Clearly brands are a source of competitive advantage to the offer (Mitchell et al., 2001) and add value for all parties concerned (de Chernatony and Dall’Olmo Riley, 1998; Veloutsou et al., 2013). However, what the brand represents is often downplayed, and the popular belief is that the brand is primarily a name and a logo, a view that is far from the reality of what the brand really represents.

Brand is a complex entity that gives meaning to the offer it is associated with. It is not surprising that various experts do not seem to agree on what a brand should be defined as (Walker, 2010; Jones and Bonevac, 2013). When asked, academics and practitioners provided a number of different and diverse elements as key identifiers of a brand. Experts suggested that the brand can be approached as a set of characteristics that helps in the tactical and strategic decision-making and the offer’s positioning, a set of associations developed from various group’s thoughts about the brand, a transaction facilitator and a consumer–brand relationship contributor (de Chernatony and Dall’Olmo Riley, 1998; Mitchell et al., 2001). These statements are broad and represent different aspects of what the brand is and what its functions are. To many people that use the term, it is still unclear what the brand really is and what it represents. Some even argue that the meaning of the term brand differs depending on its use, the user and the audience (Jones and Bonevac, 2013), while researchers see the brand as a constantly evolving concept with high level of complexity (Veloutsou and Guzmán, 2017).

Brand as an entity exists with constituents and conditions that are stable over time and others that are highly dynamic. This work aims to help our understanding of brands and branding as evolved today. It aims to clarify some of the key brand-related definitions, present the more stable and dynamic thinking about the brands and their management and problematize in relation to managerial and academic concerns and priorities related to the current state of brands as entities. In addition to providing a summary of the papers presented in this special issue, this editorial will present some of the things that are the same over time, some of the things that are changing quickly, the challenges for companies that operate in the new conditions and some directions for future research in the area of brand management.

### Key brand-related definitions

Given the complexity and the dynamic nature of brands, it is not surprising that many different approaches and definitions try to capture the term brand (de Chernatony and Dall’Olmo Riley, 1998; Jones and Bonevac, 2013). The most widely adopted definition of the Academy of Marketing that suggests that a brand is “a name, term, sign, symbol or design, or a combination of them, intended to identify the goods or services of one seller from those of competitors” is very limiting and dated. This definition presents the brand as a symbol with a
primary aim to communicate differentiation. Clearly this approach fails to explain the sources of the differentiation and is far from representing the complex entity that the brand is today.

Today we know that the brand is a “persona” that overlays and includes the offer in terms of its very well defined and measurable functional characteristics of the offer. It is the definition of the offer (Jones and Bonevac, 2013), the sum of fundamental values and attributes ascribed to it by various audiences. It goes over and above the offer’s symbols and images and it has become an entity that consumers construct from these symbols and images. Therefore, the brand will be defined in this work as:

\[ \cdots \text{an evolving mental collection of actual (offer related) and emotional (human-like) characteristics and associations which convey benefits of an offer identified through a symbol, or a collection of symbols, and differentiates this offer from the rest of the marketplace.} \]

Given that the brand can be perceived differently depending on the audience (Jones and Bonevac, 2013), it seems that it is not enough to define the term brand, but there is a need to better explain how the brand is considered from different audiences. Terms that are extensively used to represent what the brand is like “brand identity”, “brand image”, “brand reputation” and “brand meaning” are used interchangeably, and though no consensus exists on their real essence (de Chernatony, 1999; Csaba and Bengtsson, 2006; Walker, 2010), in general, branding researchers agree that all these terms describe the brand, but they also differ because they describe as convined from different groups of individuals or/and at different points in time. A clear definition of these terms is paramount to further engage with any brand-related discussion.

Brand identity represent an internal perspective of the brand (Balmer and Greyser, 2006), and it is representing the understanding of the brand that the managerial team and any other stakeholders supporting the brand development share. Therefore, as informed from relevant literature (Aaker, 1996; Coleman et al., 2011; Black and Veloutsou, 2017), brand identity is defined here as:

\[ \cdots \text{the symbols and the set of the brand associations that represent the core character of the brand that the team supporting the brand aspire to create or maintain as identifiers of the brand to other people.} \]

Brand image and brand reputation are related to the views that external stakeholders and audiences form about the brand (Walsh and Beatty, 2007; Walker, 2010; Siano et al., 2011; Black and Veloutsou, 2017). Brand image is seen here as:

\[ \cdots \text{the perception formed to the mind of a member of the external audience about the brand after one real or mental encounter with the brand}. \]

Brand reputation derives from the accumulation of brand images and is approached here as “an aggregate and compressed set of public judgments about the brand.

Brand meaning reflects internal and external stakeholders’ mind-set about a brand (Vallaster and von Wallpach, 2013) and, therefore, the term primarily incorporates both brand identity and brand reputation as well as brand image. Other terms have also been used to reflect the same concepts (Urde, 2016), but the clarification of all these terms goes beyond this editorial.

In the remainder of this work the terminology used will reflect the provided terms.

**Things that remain the same**

Some characteristics in the context of brand management have stayed the same for the past decades. The most prevalent element is that there are primarily two key parties that are involved and interested in brands when we think about their presence in the market: companies and customers. Each of these two main brand-interested parties try to achieve their own objectives that have significant dissimilarities.
Companies want strong brands that are assets and try to increase the strength of the brand and lead to favourable assessment and brand support from various groups, such as consumers and employees, providing market power (Davcik et al., 2015; Dwivedi et al., 2015; Poulis and Wisker, 2016). Developing brands with strong and favourable reputation is expected of the companies and their network of stakeholders (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993; Christodoulides and de Chernatony, 2010; Keller, 2016). Nurturing clear, strong and unique associations will improve the assessment of the brands in the mind of consumers, promote brand differentiation, facilitate the expansion of the company via means such as increase of sales of introduction of new products. For all these reasons, brand association development is one of the key priorities of companies (Chatzipanagiotou et al., 2016; Keller, 2016), and it is what companies try to achieve in all the markets they are operating in (Christodoulides et al., 2015). Companies aim to build commitment and loyalty and repeat purchase via brands (Veloutsou, 2015; Osuna-Ramírez et al., 2017), and see brands as income streams and try to measure the financial strength of the brand (Davcik et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015). A clear and distinct position in consumers’ minds that make them feel and think positively about the brand transforms the brand into a clear corporate asset (Keller, 1993; Mitchell et al., 2001; Veloutsou et al., 2013; Keller, 2016). It is paramount in our understanding of the strength of the brand to move away from the historical approach used to assess brands and to evolve our thinking by considering over and above the past performance of a brand its predicted performance and its ability to generate future income flows, such as market brand equity (Schultz, 2016). From company side, brand is also seen as a protected property in terms of the characteristics of its symbol, and brand identity supports internal decision-making because it provides ongoing affirmation of the purpose of the brand and provides organisational alignment (de Chernatony and Dall'Olmo Riley, 1998; Mitchell et al., 2001) while leading to stronger recruitment of new staff (Saleem and Iglesias, 2016).

For many years we have known that, in addition to saving time for search, consumers want to buy and use brands to gain certain psychological rewards. Individuals satisfy their functional, emotional, personal and social needs through the value these brands offer to them (Sheth et al., 1991), a view still widely accepted in the literature (Delgado-Ballester and Fernández-Sabiote, 2015; Palazón et al., 2015; Ruane and Wallace, 2015; Simon et al., 2016). Functional value is the extent to which an offer performs a desired function (Palazón et al., 2015); emotional value represents the overall assessment of the benefits and sacrifices; and social value represents the degree that the offer helps the individuals to associate with one or more specific social groups (Sheth et al., 1991). When the brand delivers the appropriate performance and quality, it is generally a brand that consumers have a tendency to engage to a relationship with (Hess et al., 2011). Individuals will have the willingness to consume brands that meet their expectations and maximize the overall utility they get through these brands. Consumers also want to use brands that have the appropriate functional and imaginary characteristics that can help them express who they are. They look forward to admire and find brands they can relate with (Fournier, 1998; Veloutsou, 2007), they assess brands, they develop feelings and form relationships with brands that vary in duration (Huber et al., 2015) and they express their brand feelings through their behaviour (Veloutsou and Moutinho, 2009; Veloutsou, 2015; Giovanis, 2016). This is an ongoing process in the lives of most consumers that starts from a very young age (Veloutsou and McAlonan, 2012), and they look for these brands to allow them to relate both with the brand itself and with other consumers because of the brand (Veloutsou, 2009; Dessart et al., 2015, 2016).

What is also known is that different stakeholders have different mental associations related to the brand. The brand meaning can be very diverse depending on the individual or
the group that experiences the brand meaning. The view of the people who internally support the brand primarily and try to convey it externally (brand identity) is far more complex and has a greater detail in the associations rather than the view that is formed after one interaction (brand image) or the overall evaluation of the brand (brand reputation) in the minds of a member of an external audience. This is because of the dissimilar information and experiences that individuals might have about the brand and the differences in the processing and the assessment of the information and experiences.

**Other things have changed**

Although the basic approach of bringing together supply and demand and ensuring that sellers and buyers are happy and engaging in their exchanges, the way that these exchanges have materialised in the past few years has changed. There are a number of changes that influence the way that the brands are perceived, produced, purchased and consumed, as well as their role in the lives of the various stakeholders groups.

What is considered as a brand has changed over the years (Veloutsou and Guzmán, 2017). Now consumers and companies do not see only products and services as brands, but many other entities are also approached as branded entities. Humans in the form of celebrities (Kowalczyk and Pounds, 2016), politicians (Guzmán et al., 2015; Bigi et al., 2016), artists (Kucharska and Mikołajczak, 2018), managers (Bendisch et al., 2013) and celebrity CEOs (Scheidt et al., 2018), athletes (Carlson and Donavan, 2013), bloggers (Delisle and Parmentier, 2016) or as simple individuals (Guzmán et al., 2015) see themselves and are seen by others as brands in their own right. Countries, regions and cities are also seen as brands (Rojas-Méndez, 2013) and they are very complex in their makeup and approach.

In the past we used to think that the brand is an entity developed through a process primarily coordinated from the company and offered to the market (Veloutsou and Panigyrakis, 2001). Company employees were expected to manage brand meanings by developing and supporting brand identities (Harris and de Chernatony, 2001; Urde, 2016) and values (Kapferer, 2008) over time to the extent that some suggested that a framework with steps can be used to support the brand building effort (Centeno et al., 2013). Consumers had to be trained on what the brands mean, and the reputation of the brand in the minds of various external audiences was very much dependent on the elements of the internal brand identity that the brand support team had chosen to communicate to the market.

Brands today are independent entities in their own right, to the extent that they have been anthropomorphised (Aaker, 1997; Geuens et al., 2009; Azar, 2015; Delgado-Ballester et al., 2017), even in business-to-business markets (Veloutsou and Taylor, 2012). There is immense engagement in the literature in the latest developments of the phenomenon (Davies et al., 2018; Kumar, 2018; Rander, 2018). This is because brands develop their credibility and trustworthiness in the minds of the external audiences (Delgado-Ballester and Munuera-Alemán, 2001; Li et al., 2015; Hegner and Jevons, 2016) that originate from information and impressions about the brand that come from multiple channels. The relationships consumers form with brand can become very strong and have positive nature expressed through brand love (Batra et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2015; Vernuccio et al., 2015; Karjaluoto et al., 2016; Delgado-Ballester et al., 2017; Hegner et al., 2017a) or be negatively presented as brand hate (Zarantonello et al., 2016; Hegner et al., 2017b; Zarantonello et al., 2018), brand aversion (Park et al., 2013) or brand sabotage (Kahr et al., 2016). This extreme passion that often leads to actions (Wallace et al., 2014; Zarantonello et al., 2016) is a phenomenon which is becoming increasingly encountered, especially when they are negative and can turn against the brand.

The developments of a brand’s mental connection as a part of the brand meaning in the minds of various groups of stakeholders (brand identity and brand reputation) are generated and
maintained involving more players than ever. Brand reputations are informed over time by images captured through company-controlled and -uncontrolled signalling (Walker, 2010) and the input of uncontrolled or semi-controlled signalling is increasing. The views of managers in various personal matters influence brand reputation if they become public (Leak et al., 2015). In all sectors, consumers from passive observers have become active contributors to the development of the brand and its functional characteristics (Kristal et al., 2016) and its meaning (Black and Veloutsou; 2017), both when new offers are introduced and when existing offers are adjusted. Consumers want to actively contribute and co-create their desired brands (Kennedy, 2017) to the extent that co-creation managers are advised to consider co-creation as the attributions that consumers have about the brand (Kennedy and Guzmán, 2017). Starting from a very young age (Iyer et al., 2016; Rodhain and Aurier, 2016), consumers talk amongst themselves, interact with others in brand-related issues independently or at a collective level within social groups like the family (Iyer et al., 2016), their friends (Palazón et al., 2015), informal groups (Veloutsou and Moutinho, 2009) or in groups with more formally constituted forms in brand communities (Dessart et al., 2015; Cova and Paranque, 2016; Kaufmann et al., 2016; Pasternak et al., 2017). Consumers live the brands and want to share their individual feelings with others (Veloutsou and Moutinho, 2009; Veloutsou, 2009; Dessart et al., 2015; Pasternak et al., 2017), and research reports that they develop social links with the other members of brand communities and loyalty to the community itself (Hook et al., 2018). By participating in brand communities, individuals often express or even develop their individual identity through their active engagement with the brand and the other people who also admire the same brand (Black and Veloutsou, 2017).

Although consumers and customers seem to be the most significant contributors in the development of the brand and its meaning, they are not the only stakeholders involved in the brand meaning-creation network (Vallaster and von Wallpach, 2013). Since a very long-time advertising and other communication agencies have been playing a key role in brand creation (Veloutsou and Panigyrakis, 2001). Business partners, such as retailers and suppliers, are actively playing roles with the aim of contributing to the development of the brand identity and the decisions made in the brand team (Törmälä and Saraniemi, 2017). Linked entities, such as endorsers (Dwivedi et al., 2015), other brands (Davies et al., 2006; Delgado-Ballester and Hernández-Espallardo, 2008; Thomas, 2015) or products are sold under the same brand name, such as own labels (Marques dos Santos et al., 2016) and the country or origin (Lu and Xu, 2015; Yousaaf and Li, 2015; Brodie and Benson-Rea, 2016). What the press and the media report about the brand and all the publicity produced by what is perceived as reliable sources are not unnoticed when consumers evaluate brands (Gendel-Guterman and Levy, 2017). The various stakeholders may see the brand differently from one another (Pino et al., 2015). Other brands and events associated with the brands are also influencing the brand meaning, with various activities ranging from co-branding (Ho et al., 2017) to placing brands in games (Vashisht and Pillai, 2017). Brand images are not produced primarily from the selected components of the brand identity that the company decides to project to the market and produce images to shape brand reputation. Brand reputation is extensively informed from inputs that are uncontrolled by the company (Figure 1). We are moving from the monolithic brand building originating from the company to a conversational branding that involves many contributors (Veloutsou and Guzmán, 2017).

In consumer markets, the brand consumption has also changed, in terms of the requirements and expectations from the side of individual consumers and their interaction with the brands. Consumers when thinking about brands are interested in not just the objects but in the total experience that the brand can offer them (Morgan-Thomas and Veloutsou, 2013), in terms of both hedonic and functional brand experiences (Merrilees, 2016). The experiential value that consumers receive from the brand appears to have become increasingly influential over the functional value in moving consumers to act (Delgado-Ballester and Fernández-Sabiote, 2015).
Experiences have become a key element in understanding the way that consumers understand, assess and react to brands (Andreini et al., 2018). Individuals engage a variety of senses to interact with the brand and assess it (Baxter et al., 2015), and sometimes, they even want to co-create these experiences (Rialti et al., 2018). It is not uncommon for consumers to feel the need to share their experiences and stories in a way that influence the understanding of others about the brands (Hughes et al., 2016). It is known that a positive sensory brand experience strengthens the brands in the minds of consumers both directly and indirectly, through consumer engagement (Hepola et al., 2017), and leads to loyalty (Brakus et al., 2009) and equity (Mishra et al., 2014; Castañeda-García et al., 2018).

A number of consumers today decide not to just buy or use brands but to engage with them. Brand engagement is not a rare phenomenon and it signifies the importance of a brand to the consumers who decide to engage with it. When engaging with a brand, consumers want to come close and interact with their desired brand. Therefore, consumer brand engagement is a complex phenomenon that goes over and above visible interaction and has cognitive, emotional and behavioural components (Brodie et al., 2013; Dessart et al., 2015, 2016; Dessart, 2017). Clearly brand engagement is key when consumers have input in the co-creation of brands and brand meaning (Brodie et al., 2011), and it leads to various benefits for the company including brand trust, brand commitment and brand loyalty (Dessart, 2017). Although the interaction can happen face to face (Black and Veloutsou, 2017), most of the engagement is happening in online settings and often in social media (Dessart et al., 2015, 2016; Tafesse, 2016). This is because of the convenience that these settings provide, which is another indication of the power of technology on the shaping of brands in the current environment.

Contrary to what academia discussed at large, some signals from the market suggest the opposite. Research findings from the industry support that there is a huge general disaffection and disconnection between consumers and brands that it is not particular to a specific country or consumer segment and market. For example, the most worldwide recognized global survey Meaningful Brands® (2018) conducted by Havas Media with 1,500 global brands in 15 different industries and more than 300,000 interviews demonstrates that the vast majority of brands are meaningfulness because they do not provide significant personal, collective or functional benefits to their lives. As a result of this meaningfulness, in 2017, 74 per cent of consumers in the world would not care if brands disappear, and in 2013, the percentage was almost at the same level (73 per cent). Across geographical areas, the survey indicates that in Western Europe, North America and East Asia and Australia, the percentage of brands that are trusted
varies from 25 per cent to 33 per cent, while in Latin America and Southeast Asia, this percentage is higher at 79 per cent and 81 per cent, respectively.

**Challenges for the brand management from the company perspective**

Companies have to operate and try to profit in the environment that has changed. Brand management teams have to work harder than ever to coordinate the brand building and support efforts and produce results (Dunes and Pras, 2017). Clearly brands cannot be managed through a well-structured and pre-determined process like the way that one would run a factory or operate a garbage disposal (Schultz and Schultz, 2004).

While some research suggests that brand management teams still have most of the control and a strong influence in the development and management of brand meaning (Urde, 2016), other research studies argue that the branding process has been transformed and the control of brand meaning has been mostly surrendered as brands are co-created with agents that do not work in the company (Cova and Paranque, 2016). The latter seems to be the case, and brands cannot belong, in a psychological sense of ownership, to any one or any firm. It is not just employees working in various positions and not direct members of the brand management team contributing to the formation of the brand meaning (Indounas and Arvaniti, 2015; Kaufmann et al., 2016) but often multiple stakeholders who develop a network of relationships. Brand teams realise that they increasingly lose control on the brand-building and brand-support processes.

Brand management teams and their internal leaders are no longer in a position to unilaterally define and control brand meaning, but they need to perceive themselves as one actor among many (Vallaster and von Wallpach, 2013). The brand meaning is often negotiated and formed with the intensive input of other stakeholders (Black and Veloutsou, 2017).

Brand teams find it difficult to think about the integration of other players in the brand team. There are some attempts to work with various external agents to support brand building. The most notable attempt that some companies engage with are groups of consumers in terms of brand communities that could help in the development of the brand as a product or brand reputation (Black and Veloutsou, 2017). However, the majority of the companies neglect the need to support the brand network that includes other stakeholders in the system.

Brands need to meet a wide variety stakeholder needs involved in creation and consumption of these brands. For example, place brand is formed from inputs of the country and local authorities as well as all the actions of the people involved in the service of the place, from the taxi drivers to street cleaners. A place brand can be seen as a tourist destination brand (Pino et al., 2015; Rojas-Méndez et al., 2015; Balmer and Chen, 2016), a place to invest (Papadopoulos et al., 2016), a place to work (Pino et al., 2015) or a place to live (Kemp et al., 2012; Hakala et al., 2015; Pino et al., 2015). Brands can be used to support the selling of the brand, but employers also have to use their brands that attract employees (Sivertzen et al., 2013). Different audiences are assessing the same brand from discrete perspectives and they expect the brand to be able to satisfy their needs, which can be dissimilar from the needs of other groups that are also assessing the brand. When a brand is developed, the input of the various contributors is diverse and the demands of different involved groups in one sector are complex. The diversity and complexity in the processes associated with the brand make the management of brands and the support of a somewhat homogeneous, for all the parties involved, brand meaning a very difficult, if not impossible, task.

The environment is changing and becoming increasingly global faster than ever. The brand support team from the company side seems to not be able to cope with the speed of change. Markets have become more global, brands have become diffused across borders and cultures (Frank and Watcharavesringkan, 2016) and the technological advances have enhanced the cultural borrowing and the interaction of interested parties across the globe. The wide use of the internet
and social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest facilitates the process of consumers finding likeminded individuals that support the brands they like without any constraining of geographic boundaries (Dessart et al., 2015; Simon et al., 2016; Tafesse, 2016). Technology has played an important role in how consumers experience brands, as research in internet and social media context has proven (Dessart et al., 2015; Vernuccio et al., 2015).

One of the consequences of the facilitation of communication and the social media seems to be the ability of many to voice their assessments and feelings about the brands and reach a wide audience. Brand support teams try to find ways to more effectively manage crises situations (Jeon and Baeck, 2016), negative publicity (Gendel-Guterman and Levy, 2017), fake news (Berthon et al., 2018), online firestorms or collaborative brand attacks (Rauschnabel et al., 2016), brand sabotages (Kähr et al., 2016) and different types of negative engagement that consumers may have with a brand (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014), such as negative consumer reviews (Ullrich and Brunner, 2015), with an emphasis on adjusting to negative events depending on their nature (Liu et al., 2018). Developing skills to better handle publicity and reputation-damaging situations depending on the type of the crisis and the prior attitude of consumers towards the brand is vital for the prosperity of brands.

In today’s world, it is difficult for companies and brand teams to find ways to support their brands and secure long-term prosperity of the brand that can secure future income streams. Although many parties “own” a piece of a brand, firms that have the legal ownership of the symbol get first claim on the financial returns. Brands that will not manage to produce enough income to pay a dividend to the owners or the managers will probably be removed from the marketplace. Most companies for years focus on the tactics, operation, every-day running of the business and the implementation of programs that can bring short-term financial results. This includes the adoption of new technologies and tactics, such as storytelling via the webpages (Delgado-Ballester and Fernández-Sabiote, 2016), without detailed assessment of the suitability that these methods have for the context and the brand. However, it seems that there is still limited strategic thinking related to the future development of brands.

Brands that lose their clear and relevant positioning are expected to fade and die. Securing that there is consistency amongst the views of all of them is of crucial importance for any organization (Biedenbach and Manzhynski, 2016; Saleem and Iglesias, 2016). However, brand managers cannot control the process as such, but they can try to coordinate the brand support and in some occasions they become observers of the changes that other stakeholders impose to the brand reputation.

A cultural change is needed that should help brands flourish in highly uncertain and ever-changing conditions. Brand management teams need to remember that consumers only reward those brands that provide them with the desired type of functional, emotional, personal or social value. This very basic principle remains the same. What changes over time is how consumers assess value and this is a big challenge in the current dynamic environment. The same brand management teams also have to accept that from brand guardians, they have become brand hosts, and very many internal and external stakeholders need to be influenced to help the development and the signalling of the brand to other audience as consistently as possible. Adopting complex scenario planning might help the brand team prepare for some of the uncertain and unpredictable conditions that brands may phase.

All in all, to make more meaningful connections between consumers and brands, managers have to go to the basics: understanding what matters most to people and what they expect from brands, such as healthy lifestyles, improving the environment, connectivity with relatives and friends, saving time or making their lives easier and happier. Without this knowledge building brand content and experiences and the appropriate mix of touch-points with the brand is pointless.
This special issue

With this in mind, in 2017, the Spanish Journal of Marketing announced a call for papers for this Special Issue based on the challenges in brand management. The aim of this Special Issue was to stimulate a substantial contribution to the better understanding of the developments and the directions of the brand management research and practice. In total, 17 papers were submitted. The papers that were eventually accepted went through a review process and they were read by reviewers at least twice. On that basis, 5 manuscripts from the original 17 submissions were accepted for publication in this Special Issue, less than a third of the original submissions.

The five articles of this special issue on new challenges in brand management include different context settings, methodologies and topics relevant to the understanding and management of brands. They include lovemark measure for high-technology products, determinants of store brands purchase and penetration, an extended brand equity model, customer identification and engagement with hospitality brands and political brand personality. All these papers have been written by scholars from Egypt, Greece, India, Malaysia and the UK, which reflect the international interest attached to branding themes.

The paper by Giovanis and Athanasopoulou entitled “Understanding lovemark brands: dimensions and effect on brand loyalty in high-technology products” is the first methodological and empirical contribution that develops and validates a lovemark measure that captures consumers’ perceptions of both functional (i.e. brand respect) and emotional (i.e. brand love) brand aspects. Findings from a large sample of 1,016 consumers of high-technology products demonstrate the theoretical and nomological validity of the proposed measure to better explain three loyalty manifestations. Interestingly, a key insight from this study is the utility of the measure to classify brands using the lovemark grid proposed by Roberts (2004) to better identify lovemarks. As such, managers should take cognisance of this methodological tool because it could be useful to track the positioning of their brands in the lovemark grid to better improving consumers’ experience with the brands through brand respect and love.

The second article by Jain, Chawla, Ganesh and Pich entitled “Exploring and consolidating the brand personality elements of the political leader” integrates the models of Aaker (1997) and Caprara et al. (2001) to propose a new framework that helps in developing political brand personality. The novelty of this article resides not only in the context setting (i.e. political marketing) but also in the identification of key traits of brand personality that might help a political leader to enhance the relationship with its voters.

In the third article entitled “Promoting customer brand engagement and brand loyalty through customer brand identification and value congruity”, Rather, Parrey and Tehseen use congruity and social identity theories to propose antecedents of brand engagement that go beyond company-based and traditional customer-based drivers such as value congruity and brand identification. Based on research findings, a number of management practices for hospitality brand marketers are proposed to develop strong and long-term relationships with customers.

The final two articles focus on store brands, an issue that never loses interest among researchers because of its importance for the retailing industry in profitability and its effects on strategic reactions of national-brand manufacturers. Specifically, the originality of the fourth article “Factors affecting consumers’ willingness to buy private label brands (PLBs): applied study on hypermarkets” by Mostafa and Elseidi, resides in context setting of the study because the authors analyse how consumers’ perceptions directly and indirectly affect their willingness to buy private label brands of hypermarkets and supermarkets in a developing market (Egypt) which is relatively new in introducing and developing private brands. The authors offer suggestions for international retailers being interested in entering Middle Eastern countries like Egypt.
For its part, the fifth article “Store brand adoption and penetration explained by trust”, Sarantidou focuses on a different factor to those analysed by Mostafa and Elseidi, when explaining store brand purchases. With a sample of 904 respondents and sample variety of food and non-food products, this study reveals that trust is a central driver of store brand purchases, and the levels of trust vary across different retailers and product categories. Having said that, interesting managerial implications are derived for both retailers and manufacturers of national brands.

These papers indeed give important insights on the issues that are of great interest for brand management, are dynamic and need further investigation. We hope that the papers in this special issue will be meaningful enough to satisfy the interest of the readers, the researchers and brand managers.

**Directions for research in brand management**

An account on the trends in the research themes in brand management research and lot of clear research directions in the area were recently provided in a paper that had exactly this focus (Veloutsou and Guzmán, 2017).

Clearly one would ask for more research on the areas that are emerging and the developments. This includes the co-creation, the intensive feelings, the effects of brand anthropomorphism and other relevant conceptual developments. Challenges from the environment and its dynamics, such as research on technology and its advancement and the effects of globalisation on brands, are also of interest to existing research.

Future research should not neglect issues related to relatively stable constituents and conditions and try to assess how they are influenced from the changes in other factors. We need to know how they adjust over time and how they are affected from changes on the more dynamic elements of the environment.

An area that has received relatively limited attention in the past few years and is needed relates to the internal practices for keeping the coordination of the brand development. Given that the brands receive ever-increasing input from a wide network of contributors, the roles of these contributors, the processes that can be used to support the brand building and others relevant to this theme issues should be on the top of the agenda for researchers in the future.

The last area that needs attention from academics is the further exploration of the possibility that brands are losing altogether their function and that they majority of brands might disappear. The strong message that some of the industries try to convey clearly needs far more attention. If there is some evidence that this can be the reality, then research should look for advice to practice that can secure that brands can develop relevance for the market meaning and can and will stay in the group of brands that will remain in the market.

**Conclusion**

Academic research is trying to keep on top of the developments, capture and present reality as accurately as possible, often adopting new data collection and data analysis methods to increase objectivity (Veloutsou and Guzmán, 2017). The brand-related developments reflect the trends in the society. Brands are powerful social drivers that give meanings and identity to what individuals use and buy helping them to build their own self-identity. Through brands, individuals express themselves in the society and convey their status and prestige in a language recognized and understood by others. Brands are also adding value-economic agents for the firms that introduce them. The growing interest in brands, the increasing desire to co-create them and the constant changes on what they represent echo the reality that we are living in and the increased acceptance of diversity that consumers experience via the interactions with dissimilar to them individuals.
This Special Issue comprises five papers plus an extended editorial on contemporary issues related to brands as seen from various stakeholders and their management. As guest editors, we hope that you will enjoy the content and you will find it mind-provoking. We certainly think that the work included in this issue is a small contribution to our better understanding of the complex and ever-changing landscape of brand management and that both academics and practitioners should continue their engagement with the area and they will not just continue but enhance their exchanges that could facilitate the overall understanding of the changes in the context and the conditions. This is really the only strategy that can facilitate quicker response to the developments that may lead to decisions and adoption of practices that can benefit all the parties in the brand network involved, primarily the companies and their customers but also other stakeholders.

We want to express sincere thanks to the authors and the knowledgeable and hardworking reviewers, and those others who have been directly or indirectly associated and involved with this special issue. Special thanks to the Editor who provided a lot of guidance and leadership to the Spanish Journal of Marketing, Carlos Flavian, the Editorial Board of the Journal and the whole publishing team at Emerald for their ongoing support for academic publishing and scholarly research in the field of marketing.
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